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(54) Emergency oxygen supply mask and emergency oxygen supply arrangement adapted for 
rescuing a passenger of an aircraft in an emergency situation, method of rescuing a passenger 
of an aircraft in an emergency situation

(57) The invention relates to a method and an emer-
gency oxygen supply mask adapted for rescuing a pas-
senger of an aircraft in an emergency situation, compris-
ing:
- an oxygen mask having a mask body with a first opening
for covering mouth and/or nose of the passenger and
with a second opening connecting said first opening for
providing breathable supply air. According to the inven-
tion the emergency oxygen supply mask comprises
- a physical reaction component connected to the mask

body for receiving air, adapted for
converting said air into supply air by a physical reaction
between said air and a physical reaction material in said
physical reaction component to produce oxygen-en-
riched air, and
for supplying said oxygen-enriched air as the supply air
to the first opening of the mask body and
- the physical reaction component is, in particular releas-
able, connected to a pressurized reservoir or manifold of
air.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to an emergency oxygen supply mask adapted for rescuing a passenger of an aircraft in
an emergency situation and an emergency oxygen supply arrangement, in particular comprising a passenger service
unit, adapted for rescuing a passenger of an aircraft in an emergency situation. Further the invention relates to a method
of rescuing a passenger of an aircraft in an emergency situation.
[0002] Passenger service units of the aforementioned type are known in the state of the art and are widely used in
civil aircrafts. Generally a passenger service unit comprises a reading light, a passenger air supply device, oxygen
masks, warning lights and the like appliances. In some aircrafts one passenger service unit is provided for each seat of
a passenger and crew member. In other aircrafts one single passenger service unit is provided for a number of the seats,
e.g. in particular for a row of seats. A row usually is aligned crosswise to an alley of seats; a row may have two, three,
four, five, six or more seats depending on the size of the civil aircraft. Modern civil aircrafts cabins may have a capacity
of several hundred seats for passengers.
[0003] Emergency situations on board of an aircraft may be characterized by a decompression of the cabin, smoke
or fire, wind turbulences and mechanical impacts or the like. Generally an emergency situation is to be understood any
kind of situation wherein a use of an oxygen mask is advisable in an aircraft. Usually, a pilot will seek to conduct a quick
emergency descent of the aircraft in such an emergency situation and to reach the closest airport or emergency landing
lane. However, a descent of the aircraft may require more time than estimated. However, also after landing the aircraft,
a quick exit of all passengers out of the aircraft may be required. Such quick exit may be hindered by smoke and/or
insufficient oxygen in the aircraft passenger cabin.
[0004] It is known to supply oxygen to passengers in an emergency situation like a situation mentioned above, in
particular a decompression situation and/or a situation accompanied by development of smoke or fire in the cabin.
Especially for these kinds of situation, oxygen masks drop out of a passenger service unit and oxygen is supplied to the
passenger via said oxygen mask. Usually the oxygen mask is connected to the passenger service unit via a connecting
line. In the passenger service unit a common oxygen source is comprised which stores oxygen and provides said oxygen
to the passenger after activation of the oxygen supply, preferably to a plurality of emergency oxygen supply masks.
Usually, the passenger can activate the oxygen supply pulling a connecting line wherein said connecting line may be a
flexible tube which at the same time serves to direct the oxygen from the passenger service unit to the oxygen mask or
maybe a wire or rope or the like distinct from the connecting line.
[0005] It is known to store oxygen in the passenger service unit in a chemically bound form and to produce said oxygen
in a chemical reaction after activation. This type of oxygen source is called chemical oxygen generator (COG).
[0006] It is further known to store oxygen in a pressurized tank wherein activation of said oxygen source comprises
opening a valve or a sealing component  to open said pressure tank and allow flow of oxygen out of said tank to the
oxygen mask. It is known to provide an emergency oxygen supply mask of this known kind with a re-breather-bag or
concentrator or the like to improve an oxygen supply to the passenger.
[0007] In particular for a pilot or a crew member of an aircraft it is known to provide On-Board Oxygen System (OBOGS)
units have been used. Such OBOGS units use a microcellular sieve to filter the nitrogen out of the air to supply oxygen
enriched breathable air. They are able to literally "produce its own oxygen" by means of depleting ambient air. It is
possible to produce output gases which are enriched up to 95% percent of oxygen. Such an OBOGS unit is known to
supply oxygen to pilots of a military aircraft.
[0008] Nevertheless such kind emergency oxygen devices have shown to be insufficient in certain emergency situa-
tions, in particular in case of smoke or fire in the cabin or during the quick exit of the passengers out of the cabin or in
situations wherein estimated amount of oxygen available from a comon oxygen source runs to a limit.
[0009] Accordingly, it is a major object of the present invention to provide an emergency oxygen supply device and a
method adapted for rescuing a passenger of an aircraft in an emergency situation of improved kind as compared to the
prior art. At least one of the above-mentioned problems should be addressed by the invention. In particular it is an object
of the invention to provide an alternative solution to a solution of the prior art. It is a particular object of the invention to
provide an emergency oxygen supply device and method for passengers of an aircraft which improves the safety of the
passenger in above mentioned emergency situations and facilitates improved handling of the emergency oxygen supply
device by the passenger. In particular it is an object of the present invention to provide an oxygen supply device and a
method for rescuing a passenger of an aircraft in an emergency situation which is available in a more flexible way as
compared to known concepts wherein oxygen is provided by a common oxygen source. In particular availability and
mobility of an oxygen supply device  shall be improved by the invention. In particular further an oxygen supply device
shall be handled by a passenger in an easy and mobile way.
[0010] The object with regard to the device is achieved by the invention with an emergency oxygen supply mask as
claimed in instant claim 1.
[0011] The invention starts from an emergency oxygen supply mask adapted for rescuing a passenger of an aircraft
in an emergency situation has a mask body with a first opening for covering mouth and/or nose of the passenger and
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a second opening connecting said first opening for providing breathable supply air. In prior art concepts the second
opening is connected to a somewhat common oxygen source, in particular centralized oxygen source. The invention
starts from the consideration that a flow path, like an oxygen flow conduct or the like, connected therewith binds the
passenger to the oxygen mask at the location place of the oxygen flow conduct; even more, in general, the passenger
is advised to stay at its place and use oxygen from the flow path as long as possible. However, the invention recognized
that in situations where the passenger urgently has to move --like for instance in hazardous situations to escape from
fire or dust or when leaving an airplane or even for switching place to afford oxygen supply from another mask-- still a
supply of oxygen is essential to successful rescue a passenger or at least avoid hypoxia.
[0012] Starting from these considerations the instant invention conceptionally claims for an emergency oxygen supply
mask which allows to be movable with a passenger without being bound to the place of oxygen flow conduct to the mask
body. Namely, according to the concept of the invention, the oxygen mask comprises a physical reaction component
connected to the mask body for receiving exhaled air out of said mask body, adapted for

- converting said exhaled air into supply air by a physical reaction between said exhaled air and a physical reaction
material in said physical reaction component to produce oxygen-enriched air, and

- for supplying said oxygen-enriched air as the supply air to the first opening of the mask body, and
- the physical reaction component is, in particular releasable, connected to a pressurized reservoir or manifold of air.

[0013] Thus, the concept of the invention in short terms uses exhaled air of the passenger to provide a self-sustained
flow of oxygen-enriched air as supply air to the mask body wherein oxygen-enrichment is achieved by a physical reaction.
Oxygen-enrichment is to be understood in broad means as any kind of conditioning purifying or other kind of physical
reprocessing of exhaled air resulting in a oxygen-enriched product gas stream usable as supply air to the mask body.
An oxygen-enriched product gas stream is to be understood as any kind of gas stream with increased oxygen as
compared to a reference flow of air, in particular exhaled air.
[0014] The physical reaction component is releasable connected to a pressurized reservoir or manifold of air. Thus
in stationary use the mask body can be connected to a pressurized reservoir of air or a bleed air of the aircraft. As
example thereby pressure levels in the range of already 100mbar to 200mbar or there above in the range of 200mbar
to 500mbar, in particular in a range of 100mbar to 1 bar above atmospheric pressure can be used to operate the physical
reaction component as a highly efficient OBOGS system loaded with additional pressure amplitude of pressurized air.
In a mobile use the mask body can be disconnected from the pressurized reservoir of air or bleed air of the aircraft and
can be operated with a lower pressure, in particular the alternating breathing pressure, which e.g. is in a somewhat lower
pressure range of some mbar. Still nevertheless this allows to move with the mask in a hazardous situation and never-
theless a sufficient oxygen supply is available to avoid the danger of hypoxia. Thus in short terms the invention basically
provides an OBOGS system directly to the mask, namely in particular an OBOGS physical reaction component on the
mask body, more particular a micro-filter or sieve-component adapted to diffuse O2 to deplete ambient or pressurized
air from O2 to generate oxygen-enriched air as the supply air to the first opening of the mask body. This principle is in
work at least in a stationary use when the mask body is connected to a pressurized reservoir of air or a bleed air of the
aircraft. However, in a non-stationary use, preferably when the mask body is dis-connected from a pressurized reservoir
of air or bleed air of  the aircraft, still the physical reaction component on the mask body is partly working with less oxygen
enrichment or with very diminished or no oxygen enrichment from ambient air but still at least allows to filter the ambient
air and thus has a positive effect on the supply air to the first opening of the mask body.
[0015] In essence the concept of the invention allows a passenger to move with the emergency oxygen supply mask
away from his place of seat. Thus a passenger is independent of a common, in particular fixed and/or central, oxygen
supply conduct to a central oxygen source. This allows a passenger in hazardous situations as described in the intro-
duction to move away from his seat to an emergency exit and wherein the passenger still is being supplied with breathable
supply air, namely oxygen-enriched air by means of a physical reaction as defined in the independent claims.
[0016] The object with regard to the device is also solved by the invention with an emergency oxygen supply arrange-
ment. The object of the invention thus also leads to an emergency oxygen supply arrangement comprising said emergency
oxygen supply mask. The invention recognizes that the emergency oxygen supply mask can be presented to the pas-
senger in a variety of suitable ways. One possibility of presenting an emergency oxygen supply mask is dropping the
mask from a passenger service unit wherein the emergency oxygen supply mask is connected to or not connected to
an oxygen supply conduct to a common oxygen source. Another possibility is providing an oxygen supply mask in reach
of a passenger such that the passenger will be able to grasp the mask in an emergency situation; e.g. a mask can be
stored in or before a passenger’s seat such that a passenger is readily able to grip one of the masks when necessary.
[0017] The object of the invention with regard to the method is achieved by the invention with a method as claimed in
instant claim 15. The concept of the invention thus also leads to a method rescuing a passenger of an aircraft in emergency
situation wherein an oxygen mask having a mask body is presented to the passenger wherein said oxygen mask drops
out of a  passenger service unit, and exhaled air out of said mask body is directed to a physical reaction component at
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least. Supply air is processed from the exhaled air in form of oxygen-enriched air or carbon dioxide depleted air out of
said physical reaction component to the mask body and the physical reaction component is, in particular releasable,
connected to a pressurized reservoir or manifold of air..
[0018] These and further developed configurations of the invention are further outlined in the dependent claims.
Thereby, the mentioned advantages of the proposed concept are even more improved. For each feature of the dependent
claims it is claimed independent protection independent from all other features of this disclosure.
[0019] In a particular preferred development the physical reaction component at least is an integral part of said oxygen
mask and/or is adapted to self-sustained providing of breathable supply air to the first opening of the mask body. In a
particular advantageous way thereby the passenger in an emergency situation can move away from his seat still being
prevented to pass out from consciousness due to lack of oxygen; self-sustaining oxygen flow is still available even in
situations where fire, dust or smoke is depleting ambient oxygen. In essence a passenger is able to move in hazardous
situations over a comparably long distance and thus is able to reach an emergency exit in a more flexible and reliable
way; in particular without being endangered to suffer from hypoxia.
[0020] Still also in a further preferred development, in particular for providing a start up oxygen supply, the mask body
may provide a further opening releasable connectable to a common source of oxygen, in particular a flow conduct to a
central common source of oxygen. In particular said second opening is further releasable connectable to a common
source of oxygen. Thus, whereas a passenger is provided with high grade oxygen supply from a central oxygen source
still also, as described above, the emergency oxygen supply mask of the invention allows the passenger to move away
from his seat and proceed to an emergency exit once connection to the common source of oxygen is released and the
passenger still is able to be provided with the self-sustained flow of oxygen-enriched supply air.
[0021] Preferably the supply mask comprises a physical reaction component with a number of flow beds enclosing
said physical reaction material to receive a flow of exhaled air and provide a flow of oxygen-enriched air when receiving
the exhaled air. Preferably a single, double or more than two flow beds are provided, in particular the physical reaction
component comprises a number of more than two flow beds, in particular at least one nano-filter-bed and at least one
sieve-bed. On the one hand due to the number of flow beds the development allows an improved adaptation of processing
of the exhaled air to provide supply air and on the other hand still also keeps adapting improved supply air synchronized
with the breathing rhythm of the passenger. Irregularities and fluctuations in oxygen flow are avoided and are averaged
out with increasing number of flow beds in the physical reaction component.
[0022] Still also a single or double of two flow beds in the physical reaction component is affordable accompanied with
a functionality, in particular a valve means, adapted to charge the single or the two flow beds with gas flow adapted to
the breathing cycle of a passenger. In particular a functionality of the flow bed itself and/or a valve means is adapted to
observe a phase shift between inhaling and exhaling when using the emergency oxygen supply mask.
[0023] In a particular preferred first variant of development a flow bed is a sieve-bed having an inlet first side and an
outlet second side for exhaling, i. e. for passing through exhaled air, thus with regard to a direction of an exhaled air
flow. The sieve-bed in a particular also has an inlet second side and an outlet first side for inhaling, i. e. for passing
through inhaled air, thus with regard to a direction of an inhaled air flow. In other words the inlet first side and the outlet
first side may be an identical side of construction of a single flow bed of the physical reaction component; respectively
the outlet second  side for exhaling and the inlet second side for inhaling may be an identical side of a single flow bed
of the physical reaction component.
[0024] In particular the physical reaction component comprises a first sieve-bed and a second sieve-bed wherein in
a first breathing cycle for exhaling the first sieve-bed is functioning as an adsorption bed, i.e. adapted to work by means
of adsorption of O2-gas, and for inhaling the second sieve-bed is functioning as a desorption bed, i.e. adapted to work
by means of desorption of O2-gas. Additionally or alternatively in a second breathing cycle for exhaling the second sieve-
bed is functioning as an adsorption bed and for inhaling the first sieve-bed is functioning as a desorption bed. Thereby
by adsorption and desorption in alternation the sieve-beds are fully or at least partly recovered by using a pressure
alternation amplitude during phase shift between inhaling and exhaling of a passenger.
[0025] In a particularly preferred second variant of development the supply mask has a flow bed in form of a nano-
filter-bed having a first, in particular raised, pressure first side for guiding a flow of exhaled air along the first side and a
second, in particular lowered, pressure second side for conveying the oxygen-enriched air.
[0026] Whereas a sieve-bed is preferably build with a physical reaction material in form of a zeolite-based material it
turns out that the filter-bed is preferably build with a physical reaction material in form of a nano-filter based material to
form a filter tube bed, in particular a nano-tube bed. A zeolite-based material has been shown to be particular preferred
for the sieve-bed adapted to work by means of adsorption and desorption of an O2-gas fraction. The nano-filter based
material has turned out to be particular preferred material in a filter tube bed adapted to work by means of molecular
filtering of O2 molecules from N2 molecules.
[0027] Both variants are preferably adapted to provide an oxygen-enriched product gas stream for providing a supply
air to the first opening of the mask body. In particular in the above-mentioned first variant of development it  has been
shown that a first and a second flow bed of at least two flow beds are preferably provided; in particular a double flow
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bed of nano-filter based material. Additionally or alternatively, in particular in the second variant of development, a first
and a second side of at least two sides of a single flow bed are provided; in particular a single flow bed of zeolite-based
material.
[0028] To provide a particular improved recovering of the physical reaction component a first flow bed and a second
flow bed of at least two flow beds are provided and/or a first and a second side of at least two sides of a single flow bed
are provided. In particular a flow path from at least two flow paths to the flow beds or sides is provided. Further additionally
or alternatively an actuable switching valve means is adapted to charge said flow path selected from the at least two
flow paths with a exhaled air in one breathing cycle and to charge another flow path selected from the at least two flow
paths with inhaled air in another breathing cycle.
[0029] A sensor can be provided to actuate the actuable switching valve and/or the actuable switching valve is a self-
actuating check valve. E.g. the sensor and/or the valve can be provided for detecting exhaled air by means of at least
one of the parameters selected from the group consisting of: pressure, temperature, gas fraction content or the like
parameters being significant for a flow of gas fraction.
[0030] In a particular preferred development the alternating pressure amplitude in a phase shift between exhaling and
inhaling of a passenger can be used to be sensed by a pneumatic signalling sensor. Thus the sensor is particular
preferred provided for detecting exhaled air by means of a pressure parameter and/or advantageously is formed as a
pneumatically signalling sensor. Preferably the switching valve means is a pneumatical valve switching the flow of air
from a first flow part to a second flow part and thus switching direction of air in a first and a second flow bed; in particular
an alternating check valve or a back-pressure check valve can be provided.
[0031] Further also the sensor can be adapted to provide other signalling than pneumatical signalling, like for instance
a electrical signalling and/or a optoelectronic signalling and/or a electro-mechanical signalling sensor can be used (e.g.
a MEMS device or the kind) for providing a pressure sensor.
[0032] A further development provides for a particular equalized flow in the production gas stream either with a single
flow bed or two flow beds or with a number of more than two flow beds. Whereas with increasing number of flow beds
the flow of product stream is preferably equalized as compared to a lower number of flow beds still also the weight of
an emergency oxygen supply mask is preferably kept as low as possible for convenience and handling purposes during
a hazardous or emergency situation. A preferred light weight improvement is to provide an emergency oxygen supply
mask by further comprising a flexible buffer, in particular an air bag, connected to said mask body.
[0033] Preferably said flexible buffer is connected to said mask body via said physical reaction component. By means
of the air bag or the like flexible buffer a flow of product gas stream is equalized and fluctuations are diminished although
still the number of flow beds can be kept as low as possible, in particular can be a single nano-filter filter tube bed or a
zeolite sieve-bed.
[0034] Preferably the oxygen mask further comprises a chemical reaction component connected to the mask body for
receiving exhaled air out of said mask body, converting said exhaled air into supply air by a chemical reaction between
said exhaled air and a chemical reaction material comprised in said chemical reaction component to produce oxygen-
enriched air and for supplying said oxygen-enriched air as the supply air to the first opening of the mask body.
[0035] Preferably the emergency oxygen supply mask is adapted for rescuing a passenger of an aircraft in an emer-
gency situation, wherein:

- an exhaling valve is interconnected between the physical and/or a chemical reaction component and the flexible
buffer,

- an inhaling valve is interconnected between the mask body and the flexible buffer,
- wherein said exhaling valve is adapted to open if a pressure in the physical and/or a chemical reaction component

is higher than in the flexible buffer and to close if a pressure in the flexible buffer is higher than in the oxygen mask and
- wherein said inhaling valve is adapted to open if a pressure in the flexible buffer is higher than in the oxygen mask

and to close if a pressure in the physical and/or chemical reaction component is higher than in the flexible buffer.

[0036] A particular preferred embodiment of the development provides for an emergency oxygen supply mask as
claimed in claim 1 wherein the physical reaction component comprises a single bed of nano-filter based material as the
physical reaction material or a first and a second flow bed of zeolite based sieve material as the physical reaction material.
In particular in the former case the flow of gas is controlled by an back-pressure or other kind of check valve. In particular
in the latter case the flow of gas is controlled by an alternating check valve or the like flip-flop or two way valve or other
kind of check valve.
[0037] Still also notwithstanding the above-mentioned concept of the invention the physical reaction component can
be combined with the chemical reaction component adapted to enrich an O2 gas fraction to the exhaled air for converting
said exhaled air into supply air. In particular the chemical reaction material is KO2 in an exothermic reaction as follows:

 4 KO2 + 2CO2 = 2K2CO3 + 3O2.
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[0038] Thus, current dioxide contained in the exhaled air is chemically bound in the chemical reaction component and
oxygen is produced therein. In the chemical reaction material in the chemical reaction component carbon dioxide is
bound out of the exhaled air and oxygen is produced out of the exhaled air at the same time.
[0039] For a more complete understanding of the invention, the invention will now be described in detail with reference
to the accompanying drawing. The detailed description will illustrate and describe what is considered as a preferred
embodiment of the invention. It should of course be understood that various modifications and changes in form or detail
could readily be made without departing from the spirit of the invention. It is therefore intended that the invention may
not be limited to the exact form and detail shown and described herein, nor to anything less than the whole of the invention
disclosed herein and as claimed hereinafter. Further the features described in the description, the drawing and the claims
disclosing the invention may be essential for the invention considered alone or in combination. In particular, any reference
signs in the claims shall not be construed as limiting the scope of the invention. The wording "comprising" does not
exclude other elements or steps. The wording "a" or "an" does not exclude a plurality. The wording ,"a number of" items,
comprises also the number one, i.e. a single item, and further numbers like two, three, four and so forth.
[0040] The drawing shows in:

Fig. 1: a scheme of a comparative embodiment of an emergency oxygen supply mask;

Fig. 2: a general embodiment of an emergency oxygen supply mask in a principle view graph;

Fig. 3: a first embodiment of an emergency oxygen supply mask according to a first variant of a development of the
invention in a schematic view;

Fig. 4: a second embodiment of an emergency oxygen supply mask according to a second variant of a development
of the invention in a schematic view.

[0041] For identical or equivalent items or items of identical or equivalent function in the following the same reference
marks are used. For corresponding features thus it is referred to the above description. In the following, in particular the
differences between the embodiments of different Fig.’s are described.
[0042] Fig. 1 shows schematically a comparative emergency oxygen supply system with an emergency oxygen supply
mask 1100 and an emergency oxygen source 1200 assigned to at least the emergency oxygen supply mask 1100 shown
with a mask body 1101 and an oxygen bag 1106 stuffed into the inner side of the mask body 1101 in Fig. 1, wherein
the oxygen source is formed as a chemical oxygen generator (COG). The oxygen source 1200 usually is accommodated
with a number of further emergency oxygen supply masks 1100 in an oxygen supply container of a passenger service
unit 1000 which is not shown in detail. Once the emergency oxygen supply mask 1100 drops with its mask body 1101
and the oxygen bag 1106 connected to the front outer side of the mask body 1101 from the passenger service unit’s
1000 container the oxygen mask body 1101 is still connected via a first lanyard 1103 and a second lanyard 1104 to an
activation line 1201 of the oxygen source 1200, namely for actuating an activation assembly 1202 for starting a short
exothermic reaction which is sufficient to initiate the chemical reaction inside the oxygen generator 1200 to produce
oxygen.
[0043] Whereas the first lanyard 1103 determines the level to which the oxygen mask body 1101 falls out of the casing
in case of an emergency situation the second lanyard 1104 connects a fixation plug 1105 to the activation line 1201 to
actuate the actuation mechanism 1202 for starting the oxygen generating reaction. Oxygen is then provided via a hose
and oxygen gas fraction interfaces (not shown) first to the oxygen bag 1106 assigned to the mask body 1101 when
being unfolded from the inner side of mask to the front outer side of the mask body 1101 upon drop out of the mask.
Thus direct oxygen flow from the chemical oxygen generator of the oxygen source 1200 is provided via the oxygen bag
1106 on a front outer side of the mask body 1101 to a first large opening of the mask body 1101 for covering mouth
and/or nose of the passenger to supply the passenger with high grade oxygen during a hazardous or emergency situation.
[0044] Fig. 2 shows schematically an embodiment of an emergency oxygen supply mask 100 with a mask body 110
and a physical reaction component 120 being an integral part of said oxygen mask 100 and wherein the mask 100 is
adapted to self-sustained providing of breathable supply air to the first opening 111 of the mask body 110 via a second
opening 112 connecting to said first opening 111 for providing breathable supply air. Optionally, in general, any of this
kind of this mask 100 also can be supplemented with a breather bag, which is not shown in Fig.2. The emergency oxygen
supply mask 100, with or without breather bag, can be accommodated in an oxygen system container of the passenger
service unit 100n; in that the mask 100 is one part of an emergency oxygen supply arrangement with a further number
of emergency oxygen supply masks 100’, 100" .. 100(n) which are shown in dashed line schematically also in Fig. 2.
[0045] Fig. 3 shows a first preferred embodiment according to a first developed variant wherein an emergency oxygen
supply mask 200 is provided with a mask body 210 with a first opening 211 for covering mouth and/or nose of the
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passenger and with a second opening 212 connecting said first opening 211 for providing breathable supply air. The
oxygen mask 200 comprises a physical reaction component 220 connected to the mask body 210 for receiving exhaled
air out of said mask body 210 converting said exhaled air into supply air by a physical reaction between said exhaled
air and a physical reaction material 221 in said physical reaction component 220 to produce oxygen-enriched air and
for supplying said oxygen-enriched air as the supply air to the first opening 211 of the mask body 210.
[0046] In this embodiment the physical reaction component is further supplemented with a filter cup 222 adapted to
remove particles, e.g. dust particles or fume particles or the like, from ambient air when ambient air is sucked into the
physical reaction component 220. Also, optionally, in addition or in exchange, e.g. connectable to, the filter cup 222 is
a reservoir or manifold of pressurized air, which can be used to further provide breathable air to the passenger; e.g.
bleed air of the aircraft.
[0047] Further the physical reaction component 220 is accompanied with a further opening 230 on the mask body 210
adapted to be releasable connectable to a common source of pressurized air like for instance via a flow connection line
240.  Also, in alternative, further opening 230 can be releasable connected to receive fresh oxygen from an oxygen
generator like a chemical oxygen generator or the like in a passenger service unit. Also the further opening 230 and/or
the flow connection line 240 can be connected to an oxygen bag like the one shown in Fig. 1, which is not shown in
detail here.
[0048] The functioning of the movable and self-sustained emergency oxygen supply mask 200 is as follows. Usually
passengers, while the masks are being used, shall not leave their seat for any reasons until it is save to breath without
emergency oxygen. If there is a fire on board of the aircraft, masks are not deployed as the production of oxygen may
further fuel the fire. However still, nevertheless in a hazardous emergency situation passengers have to leave the airplane
or at least approach an emergency exit safely without being affected by the danger of hypoxia. Thus the emergency
oxygen supply mask 200 shown in Fig. 2 is provided with a releasable connection interface from the common source of
pressurized air to the opening 230. Also the passenger, after disconnecting the flow connection line 240 from the
releasable connection interface 230, can take the emergency oxygen supply mask 200 with him, while keeping covered
mouth and/or nose with the mask first opening 211 when moving to the emergency exit e.g. or some other place in the
air craft cabin.
[0049] Still nevertheless a passenger will be able to receive filtered air at least from ambient air as drawn through the
filter cup 222 and thus free from any dust or fume particles. As can be seen from the full line arrows, firstly --during an
inhaling breathing cycle-- ambient air is drawn through a first zeolite sieve-bed 221A and by desorption oxygen stored
in the zeolite sieve-bed 221A is enriched with oxygen and/or filtered to the inhaled air and thus can be breathed by the
passenger from the first opening 211. As can be seen along the second full line arrows, secondly --during an exhaling
breathing cycle-- the passenger may press exhalation air into the second zeolite sieve-bed 221B, wherein remaining
oxygen content thereof can be absorbed into the second zeolite sieve-bed 221B thereby.
[0050] During a breathing pause, e.g. actuated with rising slope of an inhalation process a check valve 223 is switched
to a position such that an air flow through the first  and second sieve-bed 221A, 221B along the dashed arrows is possible.
Namely when inhaling now oxygen can be drawn from ambient air through the filter cup 222 and thus, free of fume or
other dust particles, is drawn through the second sieve-bed 221B. Thereby ambient air is enriched with oxygen and/or
filtered from the second sieve-bed 221B by desorption. Thus a passenger will be able to breath the oxygen-enriched air
arriving into the first opening 211 of the oxygen mask 200. In the exhaling cycle now the exhaled air is pushed along
the second dashed arrow into the first sieve-bed 221A thereby absorbing oxygen into the first sieve-bed 221A and then
excess air is moved out of the physical reaction component through the filter cup 222.
[0051] Thereafter, again, during a breathing pause with rising slope of an inhale breathing the check valve 223 again
is switched to allow air flow directly in as indicated with the full line line arrows according to the description outlined
hereinbefore. Also a first outlet back-pressure check valve 261 is provided to the mask body 210 in order to let exhaled
air escape from the first opening 211 of the oxygen mask 200 mask body 210 in a situation where the flow through
physical reaction component 220 may be insufficient, in particular in a non-stationary use of the oxygen mask 200. Also
a second inlet back-pressure check valve 262 is provided in order to let air to inhale into the first opening 211 of the
oxygen mask 200 mask body 210 in a situation where the flow through physical reaction component 220 may be
insufficient, in particular in a non-stationary use of the oxygen mask 200.
[0052] Consequently, starting from a rest oxygen flow available from the connecting line 240 to a connection interface
of further opening 230 a passenger is able to extract sufficient oxygen from ambient atmosphere by means of the
concentrator function of the physical reaction component 220. As will be seen from Fig. 4 as described hereinbelow
further a re-breather functionality can be provided by means of a buffer to the physical reaction component 220. The
above measures at least are sufficient to allow the passenger to approach an emergency exit and thus escaping an
airplane in a hazardous situation and avoiding the danger of hypoxia. Further the oxygen mask 200 is providing oxygen
to a passenger’s nose or mouth free of particles arising from a dusty and fume ambient atmosphere. Fig. 4 shows a
second embodiment of an emergency oxygen supply mask according to a second variant of a development wherein the
emergency oxygen supply mask 300 again has a mask body 310 with a first opening 311 for covering mouth and/or
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nose of the passenger and with a second opening 312 connecting said first opening 311 for providing breathable supply
air. The oxygen mask 300 further comprises a physical reaction component 320 connected to the mask body 310 for
receiving exhaled air out of said mask body 310 converting said exhaled air into supply air by a physical reaction between
said exhaled air and the physical reaction material comprised in said physical reaction component 320 upon receipt of
pressurized air . Thereby oxygen-enriched air is produced for supplying said oxygen-enriched air as the supply air to
the first opening 311 of the mask body. In the second embodiment the physical reaction material is formed by a single
flow bed of nano-filter based material --here a nano-tube material-- adapted to work by means of molecular filtering of
O2 molecules from N2 molecules.
[0053] Further the physical reaction component 320 provides a filter cup 322, for instance comprising activated char-
coal, for purging ambient air and filtering fume, dust and other particles from ambient air, in the case ambient air is drawn
through the filter cup 322 from outside. Also the filter cup 322 may serve as an antisuffication vent in addition or in
alternative to the antisuffication vent on the mask body 310, namely in form of the back-pressure check valve 262.
Connected to the physical reaction component 320 via the filter cup 322 is a re-breather bag or any other kind of flexible
buffer 350 adapted to receive and supply for a re-breathing of formerly exhaled air, in particular in the case the mask
300 is in a non-stationary use. Also, optionally, in addition or in exchange, e.g. connectable to, the filter cup 322 is a
reservoir of pressurized air, which can be used to further provide breathable air to the passenger for instance via a flow
connection line 340 releasable connected via the further opening 330.
[0054] The functioning of the second embodiment of an emergency oxygen supply mask 300 is as follows: In a non-
stationary use, once being disconnected from an air flow connection line 340 the further opening 330 --wherein also the
further opening 330 and/or the flow connection line 340 can be connected to an oxygen bag  like the one shown in Fig.
1, which is not shown in detail here-- may be closed by a back-pressure check valve. Then the passenger is able to use
the physical reaction component 320 for rebreathing and oxygen concentration or at least as a filter to provide supply
air to the first opening 311 of the emergency oxygen supply mask body 310 in basically the similar manner as described
with Fig. 3.
[0055] In case of a stationary use when exhaling exhaled air can be pressed through first outlet back-pressure check
valve 361. An inner cylinder 321B of the physical reaction component 320 receives pressurized air from connection line
340 thereby filling the buffer 350 due to--effected by the nano-filter based materialmolecular filtering of O2 molecules
from N2 molecules and consequently providing enriched oxygen atmosphere in the outer ring space 321A of the physical
reaction component 320. Oxygen-depleted air is guided through line 370 via a throttle 371 to outlet 372 from the inner
cylinder 321B without being mixed with enriched supply air in the first opening 311. Oxygen enriched supply air (OEA)
in the first opening 311 is supplied via the outer ring space 321A from the physical reaction component 320 as shown
by the solid arrows. Thereafter exhaled air can be pressed through first outlet back-pressure check valve 361 again.
Also a second inlet back-pressure check valve 362 is provided in order to let air to inhale into the first opening 311 of
the oxygen mask 300 mask body 310 in a situation where the flow through physical reaction component 320 may be
insufficient, in particular in a non-stationary use of the oxygen mask 300.
[0056] Even when disconnected from pressurized air during pause of an inhalation half cycle an alternating check
valve can be switched such that a passenger can inhale air from the re-breather bag in form of the buffer 350 through
the outer ring space 321A of the physical reaction component 320 being enriched with oxygen as described hereinbefore
with the first exhaling breathing half cycle.
[0057] Thereafter again --preferably after having switched the alternating check valve-- during a breathing pause to
the next exhaling breathing cycle the passenger again will be able to exhale air through the first outlet back-pressure
check valve 361.
[0058] Thus, --even in a non-stationary use at least partly-- after a single or two full breathing cycles of inhaling and
exhaling the re-breather bag in form of the buffer 350 will be able to buffer practically full oxygen content breathing air
to supply oxygen-enriched supply air to the first opening 311 of the breathing emergency oxygen supply mask 310.
[0059] Also, as indicated before, the buffer 350 is connected to the physical reaction component 320 by means of the
filter ring 322. Thus also ambient air can be sucked through the filter ring 322 directly to the outer ring space 321A of
the physical reaction material 321. Thus even though the ambient air might not provide sufficient oxygen, nevertheless
--accompanied with the enriched oxygen from the buffer-- still the passenger will be able to use the oxygen mask when
moving from his place in the airplane to an emergency exit in a hazardous situation and thus the passenger moves
without danger of hypoxia as it would have been the case without oxygen mask.
[0060] Of course also, acknowledging that usually an aircraft in a controlled emergency descend to a lower altitude
will afford breathing without emergency oxygen the processes described above with the oxygen masks shown in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4 can be used to provide passengers with sufficient oxygen supply air without endangering a hypoxia in the
case a central oxygen supply may fail or fail to last for a sufficient time period of controlled descend.
[0061] It is to be understood that the aforementioned embodiments can be supplemented by means of a chemical
reaction component adapted to enrich an O2-gas fraction to the exhaled air for converting said exhaled air into supply
air, in particular in that the chemical reaction material is KO2. The oxygen mask further can comprise a chemical reaction
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component in addition to the physical reaction component 220, 320 connected to the mask body for receiving exhaled
air out of said mask body, converting said exhaled air into supply air by a chemical reaction between said exhaled air
and a chemical reaction material comprised in said chemical reaction component to produce oxygen-enriched air and
for supplying said oxygen-enriched air as the supply air to the first opening of the mask body. In summary the masks
100, 200, 300 shown in Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 of the drawing allow more flexibility and mobility of a passenger without endangering
a hypoxia in an emergency situation like in particular a long term controlled descend or a hazardous situation for leaving
an airplane and still provide safe supply of oxygen-enriched air in a stationary use at least as long as necessary.

Claims

1. Emergency oxygen supply mask adapted for rescuing a passenger of an aircraft in an emergency situation, com-
prising:

- an oxygen mask having a mask body with a first opening for covering mouth and/or nose of the passenger
and with a second opening connecting said first opening for providing breathable supply air, characterized by
- a physical reaction component connected to the mask body for receiving air, in particular pressurized air and/or
exhaled air out of said mask body, adapted for converting said air into supply air by a physical reaction between
said air and a physical reaction material in said physical reaction component to produce oxygen-enriched air, and
for supplying said oxygen-enriched air as the supply air to the first opening of the mask body, and
- the physical reaction component is, in particular releasable, connected to a pressurized reservoir or manifold
of air.

2. Supply mask according to claim 1, characterized in that the physical reaction component comprises a number of
flow beds enclosing said physical reaction material to receive a flow of air and provide a flow of oxygen-enriched
air when receiving the air.

3. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that a flow bed is a sieve-bed having an
inlet first side and an outlet second side for passing through air and an outlet first side and an inlet second side for
passing through inhaled air.

4. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that the physical reaction component
comprises a first sieve-bed and a second sieve-bed, wherein

- in a first breathing cycle for exhaling the first sieve-bed is functioning as an adsorption bed and for inhaling
the second sieve-bed is functioning as a desorption bed, and/or
- in a second breathing cycle for exhaling the second sieve-bed is functioning as  an adsorption bed and for
inhaling the first sieve-bed is functioning as a desorption bed.

5. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that a flow bed is a nano-filter-bed having

- a first, in particular raised, pressure first side for guiding a flow of exhaled air along the first side and
- a second, in particular lowered, pressure second side for conveying the oxygen-enriched air

6. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that in the physical reaction component

- a first flow bed and a second flow bed of at least two flow beds are provided and/or
a first and a second side of at least two sides of a single flow bed are provided, and
- a flow path from at least two flow paths to the flow beds or sides is provided, wherein an actuable switching
valve means is adapted to charge said flow path selected from the at least two flow paths with a exhaled air in
one breathing cycle and to charge another flow path selected from the at least two flow paths with inhaled air
in another breathing cycle.

7. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that a sensor is provided to actuate the
actuable switching valve and/or the actuable switching valve is a self-actuating check valve, in particular wherein a
sensor and/or the valve is provided for detecting exhaled air by means of at least one of the parameters selected
from the group consisting of: pressure, temperature, gas fraction content.
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8. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that said oxygen mask further comprises
a flexible buffer, in particular a bag, connected to said mask body, wherein said flexible buffer is connected to said
mask body via said physical reaction component.

9. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that a flow bed is adapted to separate an
O2-gas fraction from an N2-gas fraction fraction from the air to provide the O2-gas fraction to the oxygen-enriched
air for converting said air into supply air.

10. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that a filter and/or flow bed is adapted to
deplete a CO2-gas fraction from the air to provide oxygen-enriched air for converting said air into supply air, in
particular the filter and/or flow bed comprises activated charcoal.

11. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that the physical reaction component, in
particular a sieve-bed adapted to work by means of adsorption and desorption of O2-gas fraction comprises physical
reaction material in form of a zeolite-based material.

12. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that in that the physical reaction component,
in particular a filter-bed adapted to work by means of molecular filtering of an O2-gas fraction from an N2-gas fraction,
comprises physical reaction material in form of a nano-tube based material.

13. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that the physical reaction component
and/or a chemical reaction component is an integral part of said oxygen mask, in particular an integral part of the
mask body and/or is adapted for self-sustained providing of breathable supply air to the first opening of the mask body.

14. Supply mask according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that a mask body’s further opening is
releasable connectable to a common source of oxygen and/or a pressurized air, in particular said second opening
is further releasable connectable to a common source of oxygen and/or a pressurized air.

15. Method of rescuing a passenger of an aircraft in an emergency situation comprising the steps of:

- presenting an oxygen mask having a mask body to the passenger wherein said  oxygen mask drops out of a
passenger service unit, in particular releasable connectable to said passenger service unit via a connecting line,
- directing air to a physical reaction component at least,
- directing oxygen enriched or carbon dioxide-depleted air out of said physical reaction component to the mask
body_and
- the physical reaction component is, in particular releasable, connected to a pressurized reservoir or manifold
of air.
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